
What does ZZ mean on bearings?

  Our cpmpany offers different What does ZZ mean on bearings? at Wholesale
Price?Here, you can get high quality and high efficient What does ZZ mean on bearings? 

Bearing number | Basic Bearing Knowledge | Koyo BearingsIf you do not want to save cookies,
you can refuse to use cookies by changing your own browser settings. Z, one side Fixed shield.
ZZ, both sides Fixed shield

Bearing Numbers and Types Explained - Engineer StudentWhat do they mean? *Note: Each
bearing company may create their own prefixes. e.g. E2. Z, Bearing with a metal seal on one
side, one side openDesignation system | SKF | SKFDesignation system for deep groove ball
bearings. -Z, -2Z, Shield on one or both sides. -ZNBR, Shield on one side, snap ring groove in
the outer ring, with 

What does ZZ mean on bearings?
h D C F d B a G

G11 - - - - - - - -
GW11 - - - - - - - -
2020 - - - 15 mm 12 mm 12.5 mm - -
2019 31 mm 40 mm - - 30 mm 45 mm 3 mm -

KR16PP
A

- - - - - - - -

KLG-
Y-50S

- - 13.6 kN - - - - R1/8"

bearing designation systems - NSK Digital MagazineBearing with flanged outer ring, example: F
684 ZZ MC3 NS7L Definition. A. These codes do not have set meanings when they are used
directly after the basic 

Why do we use a ZZ bearing? - QuoraExample 6200 bearing is open type bearing, where as
6200-ZZ bearing is If your bearing is working with a radial load, this means the bearing will
rotate, Bearing Numbers Meaning |Bearing strength is the maximum stress load that the unit
can “bear” or hold Thus, we can identify now that in case of bearing 6207ZZ, the third and
fourth digit '07' means the bearing's bore size is 35 mm. ZZ, Both Sides Metal Shield

What does ZZ mean on bearings?
KR 16 PPA Bearing SKF 6319 Bearing SY 510 Bearing Tmba G11 Bearing

KR35PP 6311 G20
35mm 6319 2020

6319 G11
KR16PPA 6311 GW11

6319/C3vl0241 Sy-B010h 2020
KLG-Y-50S 6319 2019

6319 - G02
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KR16PP 6319-Z1V1/Z2V2/Z3V
3

- -

- P5 - -

Bearing 6308 ZZ/C3, specifications | Fersa BearingsIf you would like to be kept up-to-date
about our products and news, please enter your email and subscribe to our newsletterDeep
groove ball bearing 608-ZZ - 8x22x7 mm - 123BearingWhat do the suffixes mean? RS, 2RS,
2RSH, 2RS1, RSR, 2RSR, E, EE, LLU, LLB, DU, DDU See answer. These suffixes mean "with
1 or 2 rubber gaskets"

boundary dimensions and identifying numbers for bearingsand the bearing numbers of these
standard bearings are specified by JIS B 1513 (Example 1) 6 3 08 ZZ C3 This bearing internal
clearance is the combinedBearing Closures - Bearing Seals and Bearing Shields | ASTThe
team at AST Bearings offers bearing closures from bearing seals to Type ZZ - Non-removable,
non-contact metal shield retained in the outer ring via type of seal has a very thin lip adjacent to
the inner ring but does not make contact
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